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As the development of digital media in the age of economic globalization, the
global advertising industry is evolving rapidly. Regardless of how the media changes,
print ads, which act as a classic and pure artistic expression, will not disappear, but
presents its own uniqueness and developing trends in the era of new media . From the
perspective of communication studies, visual rhetoric research focus on the
communication skills of visual symbols. Print ads can strengthen the communication
and persuasive effects of images, unless visual rhetoric is reasonably applied.
This paper explores visual rhetoric differences between Chinese and foreign print
ads using content analysis methodology. On one hand, it provides empirical supports
for further study on visual rhetoric of advertising. On the other hand, it also serves as
a guidance and reference for Chinese print ads’ visual rhetoric application, through
the visual rhetoric comparison of Chinese and foreign print ads.
To thoroughly investigate the visual rhetoric applications of Chinese and foreign
print ads, this paper provides detailed analysis for awarded prints for Cannes Lions
and Chinese advertising festivals over the last decade, from the following six aspects:
image rhetoric, rhetoric of composition, rhetoric of color, advertising style, image
composition, and text category. Finally, we use product category as a controllable
variable to assist the study of the differences between Chinese and foreign print ads.
Our research result showed that: ①More and more visual rhetoric is applied to
print ads, especially in foreign print ads; ② There are still significant visual rhetoric
differences between Chinese and foreign print ads. A) Visual rhetoric in foreign print
ads is more uninhibited and attractive through "Exaggerated", "Alignment",
"Dynamic", "Color contrast" methods. In contrast, visual rhetoric in Chinese print ads,
such as "Metonymy", "Punning", "Blank" and "Natural color ", does not express
directly; B) foreign print ads pay more attention to advertising style and the first














content and the overall impact of the ads; C) visual rhetorical in Chinese ads is more
influential by product categories, whereas visual rhetoric in foreign ads is of various
diversities; ③ visual rhetoric in Chinese and foreign print ads is increasingly
converged.
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觉修辞有利于广告达到视觉说服的目的。此外，国外的学者们（Edward F. McQuarrie et











































































在MM模式的基础上，Barbara J. Phillips和 Edward F. McQuarrie（2004）将视觉修
辞格划分为两个维度：构图结构和含义体系（见表 2.2）。













（Image present points to an absent image）
资料来源：Barbara J. Phillips,Edward F. McQuarrie. Beyond Visual Metaphor: A New Typology
of Visual Rhetoric in Advertising[J]. Marketing Theory, 2004（4）: 113-134.
在 PM模式的基础上，Edward F. McQuarrie（2007）根据元素的位置不同，进一
步将视觉修辞方式细分为六类：并列、内置、同构、重构、替换、缺失（见表 2.3）。








































（A and not B）
资料来源：Edward F. McQuarrie. Differentiating the Pictorial Element of Advertising: A
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